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Abstract

Gallon is a name for 3-5 gallon water bottle that can be used continuously
and does not need to be recycled. Not a few Indonesians use gallons as a place for
drinking water for housing, hospitals, and offices. Electric gallon bottle pump is an
economical alternative in using gallons because it saves space and also saves
electricity. The electric gallon pump provides convenience because it works
automatically. Users do not need to pump water by hand, but pressing a button,
then pump will immediately suck up the water from the gallon. Using a gallon
with an electric pump also saves users from having to lift a heavy gallon when it
needs to be refilled. These advantages make the use of gallon water more effective
and efficient, but no gallon pump has ever been found that applies the concept of
the Internet of Things. This research implements the concept of the Internet of
Things on an electric gallon pump that can monitor the consumption of water inside
gallon bottle and the amount of water remaining in the gallon bottle and can
provide notifications when the gallons need to be refilled. Several electronic
components supports Internet of Things concept are used such as NodeMCUV3 as
a microcontroller, Water Flow Sensor for calculating gallon water consumption
data and gallon water remaining data and 1 channel relay to turn the pump on and
off. The application is built using Nuxt.js by applying the concept of Progressive
Web Apps (PWA) in order to obtain two application platforms in one application
development. Firebase Realtime Database is used to store data on tool systems and
app systems. This study succeeded in calculating the consumption of water gallon
bottle and the remaining water of gallon accurately as long as the equipment
system is within 10 meters of an access point connected to the internet. The system
of tools and applications that are built is quite familiar with the user experience,
and sensors and relays work well.
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